[Correlation of CD19 positive cell counts in bone marrow with therapeutic efficacy in patients with multiple myeloma].
This study was aimed to analyze the correlation of CD19 positive cell counts in bone marrow of multiple myeloma(MM) patients with therapeutic efficacy and investigate the characteristics of CD19 cell change in MM bone marrow. The CD19(+) and CD38(++)CD45(-), CD38(++)CD45(-)CD56(+) cells in bone marrow of 63 MM patients were detected by flow cytometry. The difference of CD19(+), CD38(++)CD45(-), CD38(++)CD45(-)CD56(+) cell counts at different stages and types, as well as their relation with results of 4 course of VADM or VD chemotherapy were analyzed. The results showed that in 63 MM patients, CD19(+) cell ratio at stage II were higher than those at stage III; CD38(++)CD45(-)CD56(+) cell ratio at stage II were lower than those at stage III; CD19(+) cell ratio in type IgA were higher than those in type IgD; the CD38(++)CD45(-), CD38(++)CD45(-)CD56(+) cell counts in type IgA were obviously lower than those in type IgG, IgD and light chain which showed a negative correlation between cell counts of CD19(+) against CD38(++)CD45(-), CD38(++)CD45(-)CD56(+). CD19(+) cell counts in effective treatment group of all 43 patients and the effective treatment group with VD were both higher than those in the ineffective treatment group; CD38(++)CD45(-) cell counts in effective treatment group with VD was obviously lower than those in ineffective treatment group, and CD38(++)CD45(-), CD38(++)CD45(-)CD56(+) in effective treatment group of all 43 patients were lower than those in ineffective treatment group. It is concluded that CD19(+) cell counts in bone marrow may be related to disease status and development stage of MM, which may be useful to predict treatment efficacy and prognosis.